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Logging in
Logging into server, through proxy server

top

Disk storage

Making Directories, Listing



Servers: ssh and rsync
SSH Login to a Server Rsync: Transfer files

Credit: linux beast



Bash commands
┠ Some keys
┕ Tilda = “~”
┕ Escape = “esc” key
┕ String = “$”
┕ Dot or period = “.”
┕ Amperstamp = “&”
┕ Caret = “^”
┕ Colon = “:”
┕ Dash = “-”
┕ Curly brackets = “{}”
┕ Square brackets = “[]”
┕ Parenthesis = “()”
┕ Redirect = “>”
┕ Pipe = “|”
┕ Up arrow = (↑ ↓ → ←) on your keyboard

┠ Combo Bash commands
┕ Stop command = control C
┕ Previous command = ↑
┕ Finish path = “tab” key



Pipes and Redirects
Example: ps

Example pipe

Pipes and Redirects

Example Redirect



Settings Files & Permissions

At login:
┕ The .bashrc and .bash_profile commands are run at login
┕ A file beginning with a period is hidden, to see it type ls –la
┕ Prompt is set; alias’s are set, and your $PATH variable is set.

┆export PATH=$PATH:/place/with/the/file

‘ls’ gives files, directories and links for a path
┕ Files contain data, folders contain files and links, links look like a 

file but are actually paths to a file.

Typing a command runs a program
┕ For example, you can see the full path by typing whereis ls
┕ You do not need to type the full path because ls exists in a 

directory within the $PATH variable
┕ Commands typically have options indicated by a “-”
┕ For Example :  ls –la ~

Permissions
┕ A file can be readable (+4), writable (+2) and executable (+1) to you 

the user, members in you group, or anyone with access to a 
machine.

.bash_profile .bashrc Permissions



Pipe/Redirect

Pipe |
┕ Send the results of one program directly into another. 

ps –ef | grep $USER

Redirect >
┕ Send the results into a file. 

history > myhistory.txt

Append >>
┕ Append to the end of a file. 

echo “By David” >> myhistory.txt

Stream STERR >&
┕ ONLY STDOUT

find . –name “*.sh” > found.txt

┕ Include STDERR
┕ find . –name “*.sh” >& found.txt

Pipe “|” STDIN



Key Concepts: PATH
The term “PATH”
┕ The “path” to a directory
┕ Your user path (or ~): /home/userid
┕ To run an executable file, you must include the path, or the “path” 

must be in $PATH

The unix command ‘pwd’
┕ Your current location of the BASH instance

Relative path.
┕ How to get to a directory, from your current location
┕ . : Current directory (equiv to pwd)
┕ .. : Up a directory (cd ..)
┕ ~ : user home directory: cd ~/bin

Absolute Path
┕ Starting from root: cd /home/userid/projects/

The environmental variable $PATH
┕ Directories checked for the program: echo $PATH
┕ export: export PATH=$PATH:/place/with/the/file

PATH : The path to a directory using ’/’

Typical Directory Tree

Credit: tecmint



VIM: Creating & Editing textfiles on remote servers
┠Two modes
┕ Edit/insert mode (e.g. type ‘i’)
┕ Normal/Navigate (Press `esc` key)

┠Save from Normal mode (:wq)


